Davis Arranges File Alterations In Press Bureau

Press bureau alterations, made by student personnel this week, include a new "ADA PROFILE" feature, highlighting individuals who have contributed to the field of journalism. The bureau also initiated a "History of the Picture" section, offering insight into the development of photographic images over time.

Open Houses, Parties Comprise Greek Calendar

The Greek calendar for the upcoming week includes a variety of open houses and social events. These gatherings provide opportunities for students to connect with their peers and explore different aspects of campus life. Events are scheduled throughout the week, offering a range of activities to suit various interests.

State College Athletic Board Expresses Views

State College's athletic board has issued a statement regarding the future of inter-collegiate athletics. The board expresses concern over the current funding situation and calls for increased support to ensure the continued success of these programs. They are also discussing the potential impact of proposed budget cuts on the athletic programs.

State to Utilize National Exam for Graduates

State College plans to administer the National Exam to all graduates. This exam is designed to assess students' knowledge and skills in various areas and is intended to provide a comprehensive evaluation of their academic performance. The results will be used to inform future curriculum development and improve educational outcomes.

State To Discus Football Motion

A motion to discuss football, filed by the student body, has been scheduled for the upcoming meeting. The motion seeks to address concerns about the current state of the football program, including issues of funding, coaching, and player welfare. The discussion will take place during the next student council meeting.

Wild West Will Come to Page Hall Stage Tomorrow Night in Frosch Big-4, 'Hi-Yo Percival'

The Wild West will perform tomorrow night at Page Hall, bringing a taste of the Wild West to the campus. The performance includes a variety of Western-themed acts, providing an entertaining evening for all attendees. The event is open to the public and promises to be a memorable experience.
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 37...THE SWORDFISH

"They had me fencing with fancy facts!"

They crossed swords with the wrong man when they engaged this world-feling writer in combat. It isn't hard to do in the windy, "smoke."..."smoke"...to cigarette mildness tests. But it proved their thesis was the smoking need of logic. The only way you can judge mildness is by smoking. That's the first test of cigarette mildness.

It's the second test...the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camel in your usual brand on a day after day, put after pack hole. Never mention the fact you're trying Camel for 30 days in a test."Zone" (1500 New York, 15000 New York). After all the Mildness Tests...Camel leads all other brands by billion.